Department of Art Education

Departmental coordinators: Mgr. Lucie Jakubcová Hajdušková, Ph.D.
lucie.jakubcova@live.com

In the process of planning your Learning Agreement you can contact Mgr. Lucie Jakubcová Hajdušková, Ph.D. to ask for help.

Academic year 2019/2020
Winter Semester and Summer Semester

Studying at the department of Art Education is based on working on the individual Erasmus Art Project (EAP). We offer to our Erasmus+ students the following Erasmus Art Projects (EAPs). Normally, students choose one EAP (15 ECTS) and several Erasmus Art Subjects (EAS) to support it. Please notice, that it is not possible to have two EAPs in one semester. Also, when you are planning to take an EAP, prepare your student’s artistic portfolio and send it to the project coordinator (the contacts bellow). Without a preliminary agreement with the coordinator, you run the risk that you will not be accepted to study it. Also, please notice that the capacity of EAPs is limited.

Erasmus Art Projects (15 ECTS):
• OEBWV1701Z  The Object and Landscape 15 ECTS (coordinator: Michal Sedlák michal.sedlak@pedf.cuni.cz)
• OEBWV1702Z  Event-what-happened 15 ECTS (coordinator: Martin Raudenský martin.raudensky@pedf.cuni.cz)
• OEBWV1703Z  Photo image in education 15 ECTS (coordinator: Sylva Francová sylvafra@seznam.cz)
• OEBWV1704Z  Thinking through images – images in thoughts 15 ECTS (coordinator: Markéta Magidová marketa.magidova@pedf.cuni.cz)

Erasmus Art Subjects:
• OEBWV1705Z  Drawing 4 ECTS (the lecturer depends on the actual schedule)
• OEBWV1706Z  Painting 4 ECTS (the lecturer depends on the actual schedule)
• OEBWV1707Z  Printmaking 4 ECTS (the lecturer depends on the actual schedule)
• OEBWV1708Z  Photography 4 ECTS (the lecturer depends on the actual schedule)
• OEBWV1709Z  Plastic art / space and object artt 4 ECTS (the lecturer depends on the actual schedule)
• OEBWV1710Z  Graphic design / applied graphic 4 ECTS (the lecturer depends on the actual schedule)

Additional information is available at the website of the Arts Education Dept. on:  http://tarantula.ruk.cuni.cz/KVV-82.html